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Abstract
The sought-after efficient treatment of wastewater has become an essential purpose. in this context, Membrane Distillation (MD), which is a
thermal-based membrane technology, has the ability to treat wide range of wastewater streams such as industrial wastewater, seawater, brine water
from other processes, and oil-gas field produced water. MD membranes are basically hydrophobic in nature so they are susceptible to fast wetting
and severe fouling. In this mini review recent efforts in using MD for treating wastewater treatment will be mentioned briefly, along with novel
membranes with special anti-wetting features to overcome the trade-off between permeability and selectivity.
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MD for Wastewater Treatment
According to Choudhury et al [1], there is a growth in the
number of articles published that deal with MD (about 4300
articles in 2018). More specifically, application of MD in wastewater
treatment and reclamation has picked up huge attention. For
instance, MD has been used for recovery of hypersaline wastewater
in emerging industries (e.g., shale-gas), which cannot be dealt
properly with conventional reverse osmosis membranes [1].
Besides, MD has also used as an effective technology to produce
high-quality freshwater from wastewater through the utilization
of waste-heat or low-grade solar or geothermal heat [2]. There are
different strategies to continue the progress of energy used in MD
such as improving MD system configuration, development of novel/
modified membrane material, or integration of other processes
with MD [1]. Though MD is primarily adopted to be used mainly for
water recovery from highly saline/brine water, MD has been tested
for wastewater recovery thru use synthetic wastewater with model
contaminants to assess scaling and fouling propensity [2-5].
Studies describing MD with real wastewater indicates that

system performance varies significantly from studies conducted
with synthetic wastewater [6,7]. Vast of published articles dealt

with DCMD configuration due to simplicity and ease of operation
features. In this context, textile/dyeing wastewater has been treated
with Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) [8-10]. The
main findings that can be elucidated from these reports are the flux
data varies significantly while retention of the pollutants is almost
100% for salts and about 99% for organics. Interestingly, no pretreatment stage is used before the recognized DCMD experiments.
The main problem in oily wastewater is having low surface tension
foulants so DCMD failed to efficiently remove the organic contents
(TOC removal is about 50%) with very low flux value 0.4LMH [11].
Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD) configuration can
overcome wetting issue in DCMD due to the existence of additional
air resistance [1], was adopted to treat pharmaceutical wastewater
in pilot trial [12]. AGMD also used to treat synthetic wastewater
composed of salt, surfactant and dye [2], where almost all foulants
have been rejected. The wetting phenomenon has been observed
in 70 hours as a result of surfactant presence. besides, Vacuum
Membrane Distillation (VMD) [13] of synthetic solutions prepared
using dyes specifically found in textile/dyeing wastewater. VMD
demonstrated complete rejection of five different dyes in a benchscale setup during short duration (less than 2 hours) experiments.
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Point of View
MD for wastewater treatment differs from saline water
desalination typically due to differences in feed water composition
and the interaction between contaminants and the membrane
surface. It should be declared here that the fouling and wetting
scenarios in MD will significantly vary in MD when used for
wastewater treatment compared to desalination of saline water.
It should be kept in mind that, while various pre-treatments are
provided to wastewater to control fouling and wetting in MD, the
justification of employing MD over RO, in recovering pre-treated
wastewater, is seldom studied in detail.
A.
An assortment of points must be kept in mind as interest
grows for wastewater treatment using MD: the interaction
between the membrane and wastewater constituents affects
MD behaviour in terms of performance, membrane fouling and
wetting.
B.

Pre-treatment of wastewater is essential step to achieve a

C.

Lack of systematic research regarding membrane

consistent performance of MD in wastewater treatment.
maintenance procedures.
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